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Poppy Hill 
Managing Director  
OpenSlate
Chair of IAB Australia Game Advertising Working Group

The growth of gaming has evolved into an incredible opportunity for brands that are keen to leverage and architect their advertising strategies in high-quality 
content across a diverse ecosystem. According to PWC Entertainment and Media Outlook 2021- 2025, in 2020, the diverse interactive games market accounted 
for 5.9% of the total Australian entertainment and media market and expected to grow to 6.8% in 2025. According to this research, the game advertising 
component of the market is set to grow 6.6% per year to $86m by 2025*.

Innovation fueling the market growth, like unique in-game advertising, user-generated content and new hardware technologies across multiple gaming platforms 
has consequently added new revenue streams. The IAB Game Advertising Working Group has undertaken a market survey to uncover the unique opportunities 
available to advertisers. The group are proud to launch the IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Report which assesses the level of experience mainstream 
media agencies have with game advertising to better understand the gaps of knowledge that would increase their confidence in continuing to use gaming or 
recommend gaming advertising.

The IAB Game Advertising Working Group has produced a truly collaborative report that represents current trends within the Australian gaming advertising 
industry. The findings within this report helps identify gaming content environments within the game, around the game and away from the game that will actively 
support advertisers and media agencies to invest in relevant gaming environments that translate into positive user experiences.

The working group are looking forward to providing the industry with guidance to help make buying and assessing game advertising more efficient without losing 
the unique offerings available through different game environments and formats.

*Source; PWC Entertainment and Media Outlook 2021 – 2025, Interactive Games
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The interactive 
games market 
accounted for 

5.9% of the total 
entertainment and 

media market in 
2020, expected to 
grow to 6.8% by 

2025.
Game 

advertising 
CAGR 6.6%

2019 -
2025

Source: PWC Entertainment and Media Outlook 2021 – 2025, Interactive Games

diverse games landscape fueling market growth.



game advertising opportunities.
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around the game

The opportunities 
available to brands during 
the gaming experience but 

not within the gameplay 
itself. Examples of this 

include in-app rewarded 
video, interstitials and 
overlayed audio ads.

in the game

In-game advertising 
provide opportunities for 
how brands to directly 

influence gameplay 
visuals/audio with their 
messaging or alter the 

gaming experience through 
skins and sponsored 

content.

away from the game

Opportunities within 
gaming that exist away 

from the gameplay 
experience itself. This 

includes streaming, esports, 
influencer and content 

marketing

Gaming is one of the most flexible and versatile mediums available today through which brands can connect 
with their target consumers.



research methodology.
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80+
experienced game 

advertisers

Respondents:

A total of 143 advertising decision makers working in advertising agencies 
and brands, 83 with experience in game advertising and marketing.

Survey in field:

AUGUST 2021



experience with game advertising.
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experience with game advertising amongst 
mainstream advertising agencies is mostly at the 
experimental stage.

• 58% of respondents had used game advertising or 
marketing to date – 20% at least regularly considering it 
and 38% experimenting with it

• A further 20% have no experience with it to date but have 
plans to.

13%
7%

38%

20% 22%

It is a significant 
part of our

activity

It is regularly 
considered as  

part of our
activity

We have 
experimented  

with it

No experience
with it but have
plans to use it

No experience
with it and have
no plans to use it

experience with game advertising and marketing to date

58% have used game advertising

Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers)
Q - Which of these best describes your organisation's experience with game advertising and marketing to date?



understanding of game advertising.
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101 2

No understanding 
at all

Expert level of 
understanding

level of understanding of game advertising and marketing
on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means no understanding at all and 10 means an expert level of understanding

opportunity to raise the level of understanding 
with average at 5.6 out of 10.

Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers)
Q - On a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means no understanding at all and 10 means an expert level of understanding, please rate your level of understanding of game advertising and marketing?

Average level of 
understanding 

rises to 7.3 
amongst those 
who regularly 
consider game 

advertising.



agency client experience with game advertising.
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Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers) 
Q - How many of your clients engage in game advertising or marketing activities?

None, 43%

1 to 5, 49%

agency clients engaged with
game advertising and marketing to date

More than 5,
8%

Nearly 6 in 10 agency
decision makers (57%) 
have at least one client 

engaging in game
advertising or marketing 

activities.



usage of game advertising formats.

24%

23%

22%

17%

15%

15%

15%

13%

11%

10%

4%

5%

5% 3%

20%

31%

25%

39% 18%

36% 10%

35% 10%

9% 19%

7% 28%

3% 28%

11% 36%

8% 27%

9% 23%

9% 27%

6% 29%

30%

25%

14%

13%

13%

23%

30%

31%

30%

26%

22%

44%

26%

33%

43%

40%

22%

10%

9%

8%

18%

10%

18%

10%

29%

9%

24%

18%

11%

20%

56%

Mobile game ads

Streaming adjacent display and video

Live Streaming video

Interstitials

Game influencer marketing and ambassadors

Direct brand engagement (custom gaming audience activations)

Playable ads

Rewarded video

Esports sponsorships (leagues, teams, players)

Blended/intrinsic in-game display and video

Game content marketing (bespoke advertorial or viral video)

Direct in-game product placement

Brand extensions (on-pack, branded cross-promotions)

Metaverse activations

Used and intend to use again Used but don’t intend to use again Never used but intend to use Never used and don’t intend to use Not sure

usage of game advertising and marketing formats
amongst those who have experience with game advertising

Mobile

11
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - Which of the following game advertising and marketing formats have you used or do you intend to use?

game ads 
the most 

used
format.



usage of game advertising formats.
usage of game advertising and marketing formats

amongst those who have experience with game advertising

31%
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Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - Which of the following game advertising and marketing formats have you used or do you intend to use?

28%

24%

23%

23%

23%

19%

15%

15%

8%

Mobile game ads 57%

Streaming adjacent display and video 47%

Live Streaming video 45%

Interstitials 33%

Game influencer marketing and ambassadors

Playable ads

Direct brand engagement (custom gaming activations)

Esports sponsorships (leagues, teams, players)

Blended/intrinsic in-game display and video

Rewarded video

Game content marketing (bespoke advertorial/video)

Direct in-game product placement

Brand extensions (on-pack, branded cross-promotions)

Metaverse activations

Mobile game ads are
currently the most popular 
game advertising format 

used.



intention to use game advertising formats.
intention to use game advertising and marketing formats

amongst those who have experience with game advertising

High intention to use many 
game advertising formats, 

in particular streaming
adjacent display and video 

(67%).

36%

35%

39%

17%

23%

22%

24%

15%

15%

15%

31%

25%

20%

36%

28%

28%

19%

29%

30%

27%

27%

23%

25%

Streaming adjacent display and video

Live Streaming video

Mobile game ads

Playable ads

Game influencer marketing and ambassadors

Direct brand engagement (custom gaming activations)

Interstitials

Game content market ing (bespoke advertorial/video) 13%

Direct in-game product placement 11%

Rewarded video

Blended/intrinsic in-game display and video

Esports sponsorships (leagues, teams, players)

Brand extensions (on-pack, branded cross-promotions) 10%

5% 14%Metaverse activations

Have used and intend to use again Intend to use for the first time
13

Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - Which of the following game advertising and marketing formats have you used or do you intend to use?



methods for buying game advertising.

Most game advertisers are 
currently buying directly

with the media owner
choosing games and

genres that suit their brand.

61%

37%

24% 21%

Directly with media 
owner

Programmatically 
traded inventory on  
open exchanges

Programmatic private  
marketplace deals

Programmatic 
guaranteed deals

methods for buying game advertising
amongst those who have experience with game advertising

50% have used any programmatic

14
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - Which of the following advertising buying methods have you used for game advertising?



planning and buying with other media.

Two-thirds at least sometimes plan and buy game
advertising collaboratively with digital video and
digital display.

• 67% of respondents planning and buying game advertising at 
least sometimes with digital video

• 66% of respondents planning and buying game advertising at 
least sometimes with digital display

Half (54%) always/sometimes plan and buy game 
advertising independently from other media.

frequency game advertising is planned and bought 
with digital and other media

amongst those who have experience with game advertising

26%

22%

12%

41%

43%

42%

13%

20%

16%

20%

14%

30%

Planned and bought collaboratively with 
digital video

Planned and bought collaboratively with 
digital display

Planned and bought independently from 
other media

Always Sometimes Rarely Never

15
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - When buying game advertising what best describes where it typically fits into your campaign plan?



evaluating game advertising opportunities.

Context and audience 
suitability are major 
considerations when

evaluating game advertising 
opportunities and ad

placements.

considerations for placement of game advertising
amongst those who have experience with game advertising

71%

91%

61%

49%

55%

36%

30%

29%

7%

36%

43%

38%

52%

55%

Contextual targeting of placement

Audience suitability

Suitability of the game content to brand values

Involves ways to create motivation with 
audience

Avoid particular game genres (eg avoid 
violence or influencers)

Involves ways to engage with 
creator/influencer content

Involves ways to engaged in sociability of the  
game

Major factor Minor factor

16
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - When evaluating game advertising opportunities, which of the following considerations about ad placement are factors in your media decision?



objectives of game advertising and marketing.

Increasing brand 
awareness is the #1 
objective for game

advertising and 
marketing activities.

objectives of game advertising and marketing
amongst those who have experience with game advertising

70%

17
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - What have been the objectives of the game advertising and marketing activities you've been involved with over the past year? (Please select all that apply)

48%

47%

42%

42%

26%

24%

Increase brand awareness

Increase engagement

Incremental/extended reach

Impact brand (e.g. perceptions)

Increase purchase/action intent

Inform/educate

Increase sales or conversions



metrics used to assess game ad success.

There is a misalignment between campaign 
objectives and the metrics used to evaluate game 
advertising success.

Despite increasing brand awareness being #1 
objective (for 70% of respondents), only 34% are 
usually using brand awareness lift metric to 
evaluate success.

CPM, 64% usually using reach & frequency, 62% usually using 
cost per completed view.

• While delivery metrics demonstrate an agencies media
planning success, these metrics should be used in combination 
with effectiveness metrics to show the impact the campaign had 
on marketing objectives once it reached the intended audience.

metrics used to assess campaign success
amongst those who have experience with game advertising

62%

64%

61%

57%

46%

66%

51%

41%

34%

38%

34%

38%

28%

26%

31%

28%

30%

33%

44%

25%

39%

43%

48%

43%

44%

41%

46%

41%

44%

44%

34%

Cost per completed view 

Reach and frequency  
Completion rates

Volume of impressions delivered

Targeting accuracy

CPM

Viewability (proportion in-view)
• Campaign delivery and hygiene metrics more commonly used Interaction with the campaign 49% 38%

to assess success than effectiveness metrics – 66% usually using Brand safe, non-fraudulent impressions 52% 33%

Brand lift in perceptions, affinity etc

Brand awareness lift
Cost per action 

Attention time

Uplift in direct site visits

Sales lift 

Uplift in search behaviours

Social reaction to the campaign 15%

Synergies of multi-screening 7%

SKAdNetwork Conversion Values   5%

Usually Sometimes
18

Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - How often are you using the following metrics to assess campaign success for game advertising and marketing?



satisfaction with game advertising and marketing.

While most advertisers have 
been satisfied, the lack of using

effectiveness tracking means
there is a significant proportion 

of advertisers not sure if their
game advertising has met their

objectives. Satisfied, 58%

19
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - How satisfied are you with the results of your game advertising and marketing in meeting your objectives?

Neither / not 
sure, 37%

satisfaction with game advertising and marketing
amongst those who have experience with game advertising

Dissatisfied,  
5%



key drivers for using game advertising.

Game advertisers are 
attracted by access to

hard-to-reach audience
segments and higher 

audience attention and
engagement.

key drivers for using and recommending game advertising
amongst those who have experience with game advertising

57%

20
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - Which of the following are key drivers for continuing to use or recommend game advertising and marketing? Please select all that apply.

52%

47%

45%

43%

42%

38%

37%

33%

33%

28%

28%

28%

23%

20%

Access to hard-to-reach audience segments 

Higher audience attention and engagement

Measurable ROI  

Incremental reach

Reach audiences at scale 

Innovative ad offerings

Trusted brand-safe environments 

Better targeting and personalisation 

Quality content environments

Brand integrations and custom executions 

Brands provide value to gamers 

Effective at brand building

Competitive pricing  

Diversity of gaming audiences

Brand storytelling



Barriers to more investment in game advertising.

A lack of understanding 
of the role of game
advertising in the

marketing mix is the 
biggest barrier to

greater investment.

3 biggest barriers preventing more investment in game advertising
amongst those who have experience with game advertising

42%

21
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - What are the 3 biggest barriers preventing more investment in game advertising and marketing? Please select up to 3 responses.

32%

32%

28%

28%

27%

23%

How it works in combination with other media

Evidence of effectiveness for brand or ROI 

Difficulty/expense in creating ad assets

Brand safety

Brand suitability  

Measuring campaign success

Understanding ad types and formats

Advertiser/agency understanding 20%

Relevant environments for my audience 20%

Audience measurement 15%

Achieving reach/scale for campaigns 12%

Creative opportunities 8%

Fraud 5%

Viewability 3%



room to improve fit for purpose creative.

Creative is a key driver of advertising effectiveness,
however only 4 in 10 agencies are at least sometimes 
developing tailored creative executions for game
environments.

• There is an opportunity to improve game advertising effectiveness 
for those 59% of agencies that rarely or never develop creative 
for the specific game environment.

• Given the strong impact from creative its worth the effort to invest
in strong impactful creative that is designed for the specific game
environment.

frequency of developing tailored creative executions for 
campaigns in different game environments

amongst those who have experience with game advertising

Always, 5%

22
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - How often does your company/client develop tailored creative executions for campaigns in different game environments?

Sometimes,  
36%

Rarely, 44%

Never, 15%



what can the industry do to improve the experience 
and opportunities for marketers?

23
Source; IAB Australia Attitudes to Game Advertising Survey n=143 (agencies and advertisers), n=83 (agencies and advertisers experienced with game advertising) 
Q - Lastly, in your opinion, what can the Australian game industry do to improve the experience and opportunities for advertisers and marketers?

“There are a lot of players in market and a lot of 
misinformation around gamers e.g. Mobile 

Gaming vs Console Gamers vs Casual Console 
Gamers etc. Everyone needs to be properly 
informed of the type of gamers and where to 

reach them.”

“Evaluate multichannel marketing campaigns by 
isolating the impact of each channel on brand 

success and measure how channels interact and 
work together with a focus on gaming's 

contribution.”

“Help share ideas as to how a brand can be 
additive and authentic to the experience rather 

than 'interrupt' the experience.”

“It's still a relatively new platform and like 
anything new its the "unknown". More case 

studies need to be shared to demonstrate the 
value of the industry.”

“It's mainly around understanding how it can 
help drive results for the client's business 

objectives.
Present more success stories and case studies “

“Our clients need to know more about it 
themselves. Educating marketers will help sell the 
ideas when they come through in a strategy or 

tactical recommendation. All marketers are 
hesitant to go into something they know nearly 

nothing about.”

there is huge opportunity in increasing the understanding of game advertising and marketing



key actions.



tips for getting started in game advertising.
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• Go beyond the gamer persona:
Avoid a one-size fits all approach and revaluate that there is one type of gamer. Media owners can provide detailed 
user profiles.

• Add value to the player:
The opportunity to use non-interruptive game advertising formats is powerful to creating positive user experiences. 
Maintain user experience and appear in a way that adds value to the player.

• Design creative with context in mind:
To optimize ad effectiveness, produce content best suited to the platform and user. Consider relevance, suitability, 
simplicity of message and authenticity.

• Measure what you set out to achieve:
Build marketing plans with clear campaign specific objectives, measure results, use these learnings to inform future 
campaigns and ensure the assessment of success can answer the objective originally set out.

• Be informed:
Keep watch for more IAB Australia resources coming from the Game Advertising Working Group.



keep informed.
The IAB Australia Game Advertising working group is helping to make buying and assessing game advertising more 

efficient without losing the unique offerings available through different game environments and formats

COMING SOON
IAB AUSTRALIA 

GAME ADVERTISING
HANDBOOK 

DECEMBER 2021

webinar recording
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webinar recording
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